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The percolation behavior of superconductor-insulator composite, YBa
2
Cu
3
O
7–𝛿, and nano SmBa

2
NbO
2
synthesized by modified

combustion technique was studied. Particle size of nano SmBa
2
NBO
6
was determined using transmission electron microscopy.

The chemical nonreactivity of nano SmBa
2
NbO
6
with YBCO is evident from the X-Ray diffraction study which makes it a

suitable nanoceramic substrate material for high temperature superconducting films. A systematic increase in the sintered density,
approaching the optimum value of the insulating nanophase is clearly observed, as the vol.% of YBCO in the composite decreases.
SEM micrograph showed uniform distribution of nanopowder among the large clusters of YBCO. The obtained percolation
threshold is ∼26 vol% of YBCO in the composite. All the composites below the threshold value showed 𝑇

𝐶(0)
∼ 92K even though

the room resistivity increases with increase in vol.% of nano SmBa
2
NbO
6
. The values of critical exponents obtained matches well

with the theoretically expected ones for an ideal superconductor-insulator system.

1. Introduction

Superconductor-insulator composite can be regarded as the
superconducting links embedded in a nonsuperconducting
host material. Such composite are reported to possess novel
properties, completely different from its pure superconductor
state [1, 2]. A noticeable feature is the improvement of
the critical current density, flux pinning, and broad range
of current carrying capacity which makes these supercon-
ducting composites apt for superconducting fault current
limiters (SFCL) [3–5]. The addition of nanoparticles which
act as artificial pinning centers in the superconductor further
enhances its transport properties.

The study of superconducting small aggregates, clusters,
and particles is very important from both fundamental and
technological stand point [6–8]. Due to the granular nature
of these materials with short coherence length and large
penetration depth, it is interesting to study the percolation
and superconductivity of composites consisting of a super-
conductor embedded in an insulator medium [9, 10]. The
percolation studies inmetal-insulator composites are possible

only on composite systems which are chemically nonreact-
ing under the high processing temperature. In the case of
percolation model of superconductor-insulator composite,
the critical volume fraction of superconductor required to
have a continuous network or to become an infinite cluster
is called the percolation threshold value. The percolation
studies conducted in high 𝑇

𝐶
superconductor shows almost

zero resistance up to a particular insulator composition,
known as percolation threshold above which the composite is
a perfect insulator. This superconductor-insulator transition
was explained in numerous ways based on different theoret-
ical and experimental results. In the case of superconductor-
insulator composites, there exists a long-range connectivity
of superconducting grains within the insulating ceramic
above the percolation threshold below which these weak
links break up and superconductivity ceases. According to
the scaling theory suggested by Fisher et al. [11, 12], if the
superconductivity is ruined by phase fluctuations, then the
superconducting phase can be considered to be a condensate
of Cooper pairs with localized vortices and the insulating
phase as a condensate of vortices with localized Cooper pairs.
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At the time of transition, both vortices and Cooper pairs are
mobile which results in a finite resistance, thereby destroying
the superconductivity. In ultrathin films, this is assumed to
occur at the absolute zero of temperature where the phase
transitions are driven purely by quantum fluctuations rather
than normal temperature phase transitions in which thermal
fluctuations are critical [13, 14]. Finite temperature behavior
in the vicinity of a quantum critical point was also studied
[15, 16], in which the density of states and the Cooper pairing
are suppressed on the insulating side due to an enhanced
Coulomb interaction. The superconductor-insulator transi-
tion occurs as a consequence of fluctuations in the amplitude,
rather than the phase of the order parameter. In other words,
Cooper pairs break up into single electrons at the transition.
Therefore, the superconducting gap would also vanish at the
transition. Mitsen and Ivanenko [17] reported the presence
of intermediate concentration region when the negative U-
centers are formed during insulator to conductor state in
HTS under doping. A study on superconductor-insulator
transition in two dimensionswas done byMarković et al. [18].
A numerical simulation was developed by Strelniker et al.
to determine the critical resistance value, separating the
superconducting and insulating branches [19]. The substrate
applications and percolation studies of the superconductor-
insulator composites were reported by Koshy et al., in which
they used the conventional solid state processed ceramic
powder [20–22].

Normally, a high 𝑇
𝐶
superconductor-insulator system is

difficult to obtain without compromising the superconduct-
ing properties. High 𝑇

𝐶
superconductors require prolonged

heating at the processing temperature (>900∘C) and most
of the system do react chemically with each other under
such annealing condition thereby destroying the supercon-
ductivity. In the present paper, we report the synthesis of
nano SmBa

2
NbO
6
through a modified combustion route,

the electrical transport studies and percolation behavior of
YBa
2
Cu
3
O
7–𝛿 nano SmBa

2
NbO
6
, superconductor-insulator

composite system in detail.

2. Experimental

2.1. Combustion Technique. In a typicalmodified combustion
synthesis, aqueous solution containing ions of Sm, Ba, and
Nb is prepared by dissolving stoichiometric amount of high
purity Sm

2
O
3
in concentrated HNO

3
, Ba(NO

3
)
2
in double

distilled water and NbCl
5
in hot oxalic acid. Citric acid was

added as a complexing agent maintaining the citric acid to
the cation ratio at unity. Amount of citric acid was calculated
based on total valence of the oxidizing and the reducing
agents for maximum release of energy during combustion.
Appropriate amount of urea which acts as fuel was added to
the precursor solution. Oxidant/fuel ratio of the system was
adjusted by adding conc. nitric acid. The precursor solution
is acidic in nature. The solution containing the precursor
mixture was heated using a hot plate at ∼250∘C in a ventilated
fume hood. The solution boils on heating and undergoes
dehydration accompanied by foam. The foam get ignites
by itself on persistent heating giving voluminous and fluffy

product of combustion. The obtained powder is annealed
at oxygen atmosphere at 1000∘C for 30 minutes in order to
eliminate trace amount of organic impurity that may remain
in sample, and the obtained powder is characterized as single-
phase nanocrystals of SmBa

2
NbO
6
.

2.2. Preparation of YBa
2
Cu
3
O
7–𝛿-SmBa

2
NbO
6
Composites.

Pure YBa
2
Cu
3
O
7−𝛿

(YBCO) was prepared from high purity
Y
2
O
3
, BaCO

3
, and CuO by solid state reaction. The powder

was then calcined at 900∘C for 52 h with two intermediate
wet grindings. A 1 : 1 (v/v) mixture of finely powdered
SmBa

2
NbO
6
and YBCO was thoroughly mixed and pressed

in the form of circular discs. The samples were sintered at
950∘C for 24 h with a heating rate of 3∘C/min and then cooled
to 550∘C in 8 h, kept for 24 h oxygenation. The compound
SmBa

2
NbO
6
(SBNO)was prepared by combustion technique

was used for preparing the composites. The YBCO-SBNO
composites have been prepared by mixing different volume
percentages of YBCO and SBNO. The samples were pressed
in the form of pellets and sintered at temperatures in the
range of 950∘C to 1350∘C for 24 h in air depending upon
the volume percentage of SBNO in the composite. It was
observed that as the vol.% of SBNO in the composite
increases the sintering temperature also increases. The sam-
ples were then cooled slowly to room temperature in air. For
YBCO-SBNO composites containing upto 70 vol.% of SBNO
the sintering temperature was <1020∘C and for composites
containing SBNO > 70 vol%, the sintering temperature had
to be increased above 1020∘C.

2.3. Characterization. Structure and Chemical stability of the
nanopowder, pure YBCO and the composites were examined
by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique using a Bruker
D-8 X-ray Diffractometer with Nickel filtered Cu K

𝛼
radia-

tion. Particulate properties of the combustion product were
examined using transmission electron microscopy (TEM,
Model-HitachiH-600 Japan) operating at 200 kV.The surface
morphology of the sintered samples was examined using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Model-Hitachi S 2400
Japan). The Temperature-resistivity response of the YBCO-
SBNO composite was measured by standard four probe
technique using a nanovoltmeter (Keithley, model 2400), a
current source (Keithley, model 2182A), and LS325 lakeshore
temperature controller with PT111 sensor.

3. Results and Discussions

The powder morphology of the as-prepared SmBa
2
NbO
6

(SBNO) obtained by the combustion synthesis is studied with
transmission electron microscope (TEM) image and is given
in Figure 1. TEM micrograph showed that the nanoparticles
are of cuboidal shape and have particle size in the range 15–
20 nm. The nanoparticles are little agglomerated with well
defined particle morphology which points to the excellent
nanonature of the sample. This nanopowder as such is used
for further percolation characteristic studies.

The X-ray diffraction studies were carried out to identify
different phases existing in YBCO-SBNO composite and to
see the extent of reactions between the two compounds.
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Figure 1: TEM image of as prepared nano SmBa
2
NbO
6
.
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of (a) pure 100% YBCO, (b) 50% YBCO +
50% SBNO, (c) 70% YBCO + 30% SBNO, and (d) 100% SBNO.

The XRD patterns of YBCO-SBNO composites for 0 to
100 vol.% of SBNO in the system are given in Figure 2. In the
XRD patterns of the composites upto 70 vol.% of SBNO, two
distinct sets of peaks, one corresponding to YBCO having
an orthorhombic structure and the other corresponding
to SBNO, are clearly visible. There is no evidence of any
additional peaks other than those of YBCO and SBNO in the
XRD patterns indicating that, there is no detectable reaction
between the two compounds even after severe heat treatment
upto 1020∘C.

In the case of almost all known ceramic insulators, the
superconducting properties of YBCO and its orthorhombic
structure is lost when it is processed along with the insulator
above 950∘C, but in the case of YBCO-SBNO, the structure
and superconducting properties of YBCO are not affected
even after a severe heat treatment above 1000∘C for a
prolonged period.

For YBCO-SBNO composites with SBNO greater than
70% the sintering temperature is greater than the peritectic
temperature (1030∘C) of YBCO above which the formation
of insulating phase 211 is expected, but the XRD pattern does
not shows any such inclusion of 211 phase.
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Figure 3: Variation of 𝑎, 𝑏 and 𝑐-axes of YBCO with increasing
SBNO addition.

Table 1: Sintering temperature and density of YBCO-SBNO com-
posites.

Sample Sintering temperature (∘C) Density (g/cc)
100 YBCO 920 5.32
80 YBCO + 20 SBNO 920 5.35
50 YBCO + 50 SBNO 950 5.44
30 YBCO + 70 SBNO 1100 5.68
100 SBNO 1350 6.25

The variation of 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐-axis length of YBCO super-
conductor with the increasing content of SBNO in the
composite is shown in Figure 3.

As the volume percentage of SBNO increases, the lattice
parameters of YBCO decrease even though YBCO retains its
orthorhombic structure.

3.1. Microstructure Analysis. Many properties of a macro-
scopic system are essentially determined by the connectivity
of the system elements. The properties of a system which
emerge at the onset of macroscopic connectivity within it
are known as percolation properties. Thus, microstructure
analysis has great relevance in understanding the intergrain
connectivity. YBCO-SBNO composites are sintered in the
temperature range 920∘C to 1350∘C.

The sintering temperature and densities achieved by each
sample are listed in the Table 1.

The microstructure of the composites are analyzed by
SEM images shown in Figure 4. The SEM images clearly
shows the presence of white inclusions of SBNO uniformly
distributed among the bulk YBCO samples. The nanograins
of SBNOwere grown as large interconnected plateletswithout
any crack during sintering process which appears in white
particles that are incorporated in between large YBCO
clusters.However, there are different grain sizes and a random
orientation of grain boundaries, whereby, it is expected the
presence of different intergrain conductivities.
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Figure 4: SEM images of different compositions of YBCO-SBNO composite and EDAX spectrum of a 1 : 1 mixture of YBCO and SBNO.

The EDAX spectrum of a 1 : 1 mixture of YBCO and
SBNO is also shown in the Figure 4. It can be seen that apart
from the stoichiometric ratio of components elements of the
composite, no other impurity is present in the composite.

3.2. Temperature-Resistivity Measurements. The resistivity of
the YBCO-SBNO composites with different volume percent-
ages of SBNO were measured by four-probe method in the
temperature range 300–77K. The temperature dependence
of normalized with different volume percentages of SBNO is
shown in Figure 5.

Composites up to 70 vol.% of SBNO showed metal-
lic behaviour and gave a zero resistivity superconducting
transition temperature above 90K. Even though there is

superconducting transition for 80 vol% of SBNO in the
composite, its resistivity does not become zero even up to
77K. This can be due to the absence of the superconducting
network throughout the matrix of the composite because of
low volume percentage of YBCO in the composite. Samples
with higher vol.% of SBNO say greater than 80% exhibited
high value of resistance in the normal temperature, and a two-
probe method was used to measure their resistivity.

The superconducting percolation threshold of YBCO-
SBNO composites lies between 20 and 29 vol.% of YBCO in
the composite. This means that, when the volume percentage
of YBCO is 30 or above, there are interconnected networks of
superconducting grains for the super current to pass through
the composite material, but for lower volume percentage
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Figure 5: Temperature dependence of normalized with different volume percentages of SBNO.

of YBCO <30, the continuous network of superconducting
grains breaks away and the resistance becomes nearly equal
to that of pure insulator.

The variation of normal state resistivity for different vol%
of SBNO in the composite are plotted in Figure 6.

The resistivity “𝜌” and temperature coefficient of resis-
tivity 𝛼 at room temperature are also plotted as a function
of vol.% of YBCO (𝑉

𝑆
) in the composite. In the normal

state, YBCO is a metallic conductor and shows resistivity
∼1mΩ cm. The normal state resistivity of YBCO-SBNO
composite samples has shown a significant drop of 𝜌 near
𝑉

𝑆
∼ 26 vol%.
The behavior of 𝜌 correlates with that of 𝛼, which

increases sharply towards that of YBCO starting from

𝑉

𝑆
= 26 vol%.Therefore, the percolation threshold value “𝑉

𝐶
”

for the normal state transport properties of the composite is
∼26 vol% of YBCO. Thus, the superconducting percolation
threshold and normal state percolation threshold values of
YBCO-SBNO composites lie in the same range.

The normal state transport properties of ceramic insu-
lator superconductor system can be described by a set of
equation [23, 24]:

𝜌 = 𝜌

𝑜
(𝑉

𝑆
− 𝑉

𝐶
)

𝑡 for 𝑉
𝑆
> 𝑉

𝐶
,

𝜌


= 𝜌



𝑜
(𝑉

𝐶
− 𝑉

𝑆
)

𝑢 for 𝑉
𝐶
> 𝑉

𝑆
,

(1)

where 𝜌 and 𝜌 are constants and 𝑉
𝐶
is the critical volume

fraction at which transport properties change drastically and
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it is called the percolation threshold.𝑉
𝑆
is the vol.% of YBCO

in the composite and “𝑡” and “𝑢” are the critical exponents
describing the transport properties of the composite system.

The values of 𝜌
𝑜
, 𝜌
𝑜
, 𝑢, and 𝑡 are found from a log-log

plot of 𝜌 versus (𝑉
𝑆
− 𝑉

𝐶
) and 𝜌 versus (𝑉

𝐶
− 𝑉

𝑆
). In the

log-log plots of 𝜌 versus (𝑉
𝑆
− 𝑉

𝐶
) shown in Figure 7 and

𝜌

 versus (𝑉
𝐶
− 𝑉

𝑆
) given in Figure 8, respectively. Least-

square fits were performed to determine the slope of the
plots which gave the exponents “𝑡” and “𝑢” as 1.75 and 0.636,
respectively, with a percolation threshold 𝑉

𝐶
= 0.263 and the

values for 𝜌
0
and 𝜌

𝑜
calculated as 4.79mΩ cm and 12.76 ×

10

−11mΩ cm, respectively. The values of critical exponents
obtained for YBCO-SBNO composites agree reasonably well
with the theoretical values for an idealized metal-insulator
percolation system [25, 26].

The percolation studies carried out show that up to 75%
addition of nano SBNO, YBCO preserved its superconduct-
ing property without any deterioration. The nonreactivity of
YBCO with SBNO even at high processing temperature also

Lo
g 𝜌
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).

points to the fact that nano SBNO is a suitable substrate for
YBCO super conductor.

4. Conclusion

Nanostructured SmBa
2
NbO
6
ceramic powder synthesized by

an auto igniting combustion technique was used for perco-
lation study in YBCO-SmBa

2
NbO
6
composite. The particle

size calculated from the TEM image is the range 15–20 nm.
The XRD study shows that the components of all composi-
tions of the composites are nonreactive with each other even
at high temperature. The samples are sintered in the temper-
ature range 950–1350∘C to its optimum density. SEM images
showed that nanopowder was uniformly distributed within
the bulk YBCO. YBCO preserved its superconductivity up
to an addition of ∼70% nano SmBa

2
NbO
6
. The obtained

percolation threshold is ∼26% for this superconductor-
insulator composite. The critical exponents describing the
transport properties of the composites are in good agreement
with those of a perfect superconductor-insulator composite
system. The chemical compatibility of SmBa

2
NbO
6
with

YBCOmakes it a suitable nanoceramic substrate material for
YBCO superconducting films.
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